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DESCRIPTION

ASIA’S LEADING
BUILDING PROTECTION

SPECIALIST

Nuraprufe SS Tape is a specially formulated tape for used together with Nuraprufe 415 high 
performance membrane. 

The bottom side of the tape has highly aggressive pressure sensitive adhesive which is designed to 
adhere to Nuraprufe 415 membrane, penetrations, protrusions etc.

The top side of the tape has a layer of adhesive and a protective coating over it. The protective 
coating protects the tape from UV light for up to 60 days after application. The tape develops a 
continuous bond with the concrete that is cast against it.

USES

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Nuraprufe SS Tape is used 
• To seal fixing points that are not covered by overlapping of 2 different layers of membrane.
• Can be used on details areas including laps and penetrations 
• Can be used to patch damaged areas in the Nuraprufe membrane

PACKING SIZE: Rolls and inter-wound with a silicone coated release liner
DIMENSIONS: 120mm width x 50m length per roll
PEEL ADHESION TO CONCRETE: 2872 N/m
RESISTANCE TO HYDROSTATIC HEAD: No Leakage at 7 Bars

Revision B
All data given and statements and recommendations made herein are base upon our research and experience and are 
believed to be accurate. However, no guarantee of their accuracy is made or applied. This data specification supersedes 
all other issues.
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APPLICATION
Apply Nuraprufe SS Tape when ambient temperatures are -4°C (25°F) or above.

Wipe Nuraprufe 415 membranes clean to remove any dirt, dust or moisture. 

Clean surface of fixings, penetrations, protrusions etc to remove loose particle.

Unroll tape and adhere to surface, the protective coating surface should face towards the concrete 
pour. 

Use heavy hand, press in to maximize adhesion.




